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Hi again. It’s Brian Hicks — your lighthouse for creating a lifetime of wealth investing in
groundbreaking trends and stocks well before Wall Street and Main Street ever hear
about them. 

Yesterday I discussed what you could expect from us as you begin your journey to
financial freedom.

Without a doubt, one of the most valuable things we offer you is daily advice and
analysis with timely insight from our team of investing experts.

Our market experts are like nothing you’ve ever seen before — a collection of
philosophers, mathematicians, scientists, ex-military members, science-fiction writers,
and even musicians. 

But they all have one thing in common: They are the world’s foremost experts in
everything energy. And I am fortunate, even blessed, that they all work for me. 

They analyze every single aspect of the global energy markets: oil and natural gas,
coal, electricity, solar, geothermal, wind, water, nuclear, electric vehicles, and so much
more. 

This is important.

Unlike many other investment services, we have energy analysts who are even experts
in the peripheral markets necessary to support the growing energy sector.

I’m talking about the companies that mine the vital minerals for renewable energy and
electric vehicles like copper, lithium, uranium, nickel, cobalt, manganese, aluminum,
and highly coveted rare earth metals.

If it’s related to energy, we will do our due diligence to bring you the very best
investment ideas.

My people have been to the northernmost parts of Alberta, Canada, to not only check
out the legendary oil sands in Fort McMurray but to also investigate the rich rare earth
minerals that are buried in the surrounding forests. 
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minerals that are buried in the surrounding forests. 

I personally took a helicopter tour of the Barnett Shale in Texas in 2005… right at the
start of the fracking revolution.

One of our more seasoned veteran analysts, Christian DeHaemer, took a 22-hour flight
to Mongolia to kick the tires of that nation’s emerging energy and resource sector.

Mongolia’s natural resources are so vast that Business Destinations magazine called
the country “the Saudi Arabia of Asia” in June 2014.

Christian was in Mongolia in 2011! And our subscribers made a fortune when Wall
Street and other institutional investors finally caught onto the far east nation's potential. 

No matter what you’re interested in, a member of our team has the experience to help
you reach your long-term investing goals.

For Energy and Capital’s roll call, I've assembled my most exclusive team of
experienced analysts.

This is my SEAL Team Three... an elite force of battle-hardened market soldiers, with
the scars and success to prove it.

Between these guys, they have over 100 years of investing and trading experience.
Over the course of their individual careers, they've shown their readers how to make
more money than is possible to add up.

They should have retired long ago, but they won't give up. They're a unit of captains
who still want to pull the trigger. They're often wise... sometimes unstable... but most
importantly, their insight is incredibly profitable.

Let me introduce you to this team. First up to bat is...

Keith Kohl 

A true insider in the technology and energy markets, Keith’s
research has helped everyday investors capitalize on the rapid
adoption of new technology trends and energy transitions. Keith
connects with hundreds of thousands of readers as the managing
editor of Energy and Capital as well as the investment director of
Angel Publishing's Energy Investor , Technology and
Opportunity , and Toplne Trader .

For nearly two decades, Keith has been providing in-depth
coverage on the hottest investment trends before they go
mainstream — from the shale oil and gas boom in the United States to the red-hot
electric vehicle (EV) revolution currently underway. 



He’s rubbed shoulders with some of the greatest minds in the energy world, including
millionaire and billionaire CEOs, oil tycoons, scientists, and geologists.

He’s built a reputation for unearthing the lucrative energy stocks that the rest of the
world is absolutely clueless about...

Like when he directed readers to scoop up shares of Ballard Power Systems — a fuel
cell maker whose stock has gone up as much as 702%.

And his readers were some of the first in on the lithium battery tech run, stocking up on
shares of Lithium Americas Corp...

A stock that has soared 2,786% from where they had the chance to get in.

Keith uses his connections and resources to help guide his readers to some of the



greatest energy market returns in history, including hundreds of winning trades on the
5G rollout and key advancements in robotics and AI technology.

Recent winners include:

!"67% on Matador Resources in 14 DAYS
!"57% on Jervois Mining in four weeks
!"65% on Graphite One Inc. in three weeks
!"73% on Market Vectors Rare Earth/Strategic Metals ETF

And that's just to name a few.

But here’s the kicker: These gains don’t even include the dividend checks Energy
Investor members regularly collect.

Keith’s keen trading acumen and investment research also extend all the way into the
complex biotech sector, where he and his readers take advantage of the newest and
most groundbreaking medical therapies being developed by nearly 1,000 biotech
companies.

His network includes hundreds of experts, from M.D.s and Ph.D.s to lab scientists,
grinding out the latest medical technology and treatments. 

Click here to see Keith's latest report on a revolutionary scientific process that can
provide enough lithium to power a whopping 20,000 electric cars per year!

Jeff Siegel

Second at bat is Jeff.

I've known Jeff for nearly my entire life. From his time touring the
country in a heavy metal band to being interviewed on CNBC,
Jeff and I have been in contact. And he's another person whose
ideas have helped me make a boatload of cash.

Back in 2003, Jeff came to me with a very broad idea about
investing in alternative energy. To be honest with you, at the time,
it sounded like a bunch of hippie pipe dreams. But Jeff hit the sweet spot. Today, the
global renewable energy market is worth over $1.5 trillion.

Over Jeff’s career, he’s developed a unique set of contacts, including former presidents,
energy policymakers, venture capitalists, CEOs, family offices, and more.

It helps him understand the intricacies of the energy markets like nobody else on the
planet.

It’s why Jeff has been following Elon Musk and his Tesla Roadster from the beginning.
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It’s why Jeff has been following Elon Musk and his Tesla Roadster from the beginning.
The company was blazing a trail in the EV market that few could duplicate.

So he recommended Tesla to his readers right after its IPO, at just $13 a share...

And the rest is history. Tesla’s stock has traded as high as $1,243 a share since then.

Anyone who followed Jeff’s advice could have made over 9,400% gains.

He is also a bestselling author and television commentator.

In fact, in 2007 he co-authored Investing in Renewable Energy .

Jeff wrote about the potential for new technology to eventually make
renewable energy dirt cheap — cheaper than anything else.

But back then, everybody laughed Jeff off. They called solar power a
fantasy and said oil and coal would dominate the market forever.

But the investors who listened to him had the chance to score life-
altering gains.

He recommended solar power manufacturer SunPower Corporation
(NASDAQ: SPWR) before it shot up nearly FOUR TIMES its value...

That turned every $500 invested into $2,480!

And when Jeff told his readers to buy First Solar (NASDAQ: FSLR), they made out like
bandits when it exploded with an 850% gain...

That turned every $500 into $4,750!

These were the "first-wave" companies that helped bring solar power to the market, and
Jeff helped his readers rack up huge gains on them.

For the past few years, Jeff has focused his efforts on the expanding cannabis and
psychedelics industries. He has visited and met with countless cannabis and
psychedelic-related companies encompassing all segments of the market.

Jeff's readers have had the opportunity to make millions with alternative energy plays,
and he's already doing it again with cannabis and psychedelics stocks. 

We’re talking about gains like:

!"1,185% on OrganiGram Holdings Inc.
!"3,015.63% on Canopy Growth Corp.
!"1174.34% on Aphria Inc.
!"108.21% on Khiron Life Sciences
!"153.43% on Captiva Verde



Jeff still believes the cannabis industry has plenty of room to grow, and I'm certainly
betting with him.

See what Jeff's looking at now... a unique opportunity that allows everyday Americans
to earn royalties from what the World Economic Forum calls “a $50 trillion investment
opportunity.”

For the sake of time, we’ll leave it there for today. 

Tomorrow, I’ll introduce you to the legend known as 'The Hammer'. See you then.

Good investing,

Brian Hicks
President and Founder, Angel Publishing
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